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In this work, the response of magnetomotively driven MEMS resonators have
been measured at low temperatures in vacuum (16 mK – 4 K) and superfluid 4He
(18 mK – 1 K). The goal post shaped devices (dimensions ∼ 10 µm) are made from
suspended aluminium beams with rectangular cross section 0.15 µm × 1 µm and
their operation frequencies range from 300 kHz to 500 kHz. We believe that the
force resolution ∆F ∼ 1 fN of the devices is sufficient for studying dynamics of a
single vortex pinned to the device. In vacuum, the dissipation follows a power law
∆f ∝ T 0.4 and the resonance frequency increases logarithmically with temperature.
The behaviour is attributed to tunneling two level systems present in the structure.
In superfluid 4He, the dissipation increases further as a consequence of momentum
transfer in collisions with ballistic phonons ∆f ∝ T 4 and rotons ∆f ∝ exp(−∆/T ).
At large oscillation amplitudes, the devices show nonlinear Duffing-like behaviour
with an amplitude dependent quadratic frequency shift fr = f0 + βx2

0, where
β < 0. In superfluid 4He at T = 18 mK we observe a collapse of the oscillations
at vc = 0.17 m/s independently of the driving force. We interpret this as a sudden
increase of the drag force, when the critical velocity for the emission of vortex
rings is exceeded.
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lator, Duffing oscillator, dissipation, drag, damping, tunneling, two
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Tässä työssä mitattiin mikroelektromekaanisten värähtelijöiden vastetta
magneetti- ja sähkökenttien synnyttämään herätteeseen kylmissä lämpöti-
loissa sekä tyhjiössä (16 mK – 4 K) että supraneste heliumissa (4He, 18 mK – 1 K).
Kyseisten laitteiden koko on luokkaa 10 µm, ja ne on valmistettu alumiinista
jalkapallomaalin muotoon (kaksi jalkaa ja puomi). Maali muodostuu palkeista,
joiden poikkipinta on neliskulmainen ja kooltaan 0.15 µm × 1 µm. Värähtelijöiden
ominaistaajuudet sijaitsevat välillä 300 kHz – 500 kHz. Uskomme että laitteiden
osoittama voimien erottelukyky ∆F ∼ 1 fN on riittävän tarkka yksittäisten kvant-
tipyörteiden dynamiikan tutkimiseen. Tyhjiössä resonaattoreiden häviöt seuraavat
potenssilakia ∆f ∝ T 0.4 ja ominaistaajuudet kasvavat logaritmisesti lämpötilan
noustessa. Kyseinen käyttäytyminen liittyy tunneloituviin kaksitasosysteemeihin
laitteiden rakenteissa. Supraneste heliumissa häviöt kasvavat lisää, sillä reso-
naattorit törmäilevät ballistisesti eteneviin fononeihin ∆f ∝ T 4 ja rotoneihin
∆f ∝ exp(−∆/T ) siirtäen liikemääräänsä niille. Suurilla värähtelyamplitudeilla
laitteet käyttäytyvät epälineaarisesti Duffing-resonaattorin kaltaisesti, ja reso-
nanssitaajuus siirtyy neliöllisesti amplitudin kasvaessa fr = f0 + βx2

0, jossa β < 0.
Supraneste heliumissa, 18 mK lämpötilassa, havaitaan värähtelyiden yhtäkkinen
pysähtyminen kun saavutetaan nopeus vc = 0.17 m/s riippumatta herätteen
voimakkuudesta. Tulkitsemme tämän äkillisenä häviöiden kasvuna, kun kriittinen
nopeus pyörrerenkaiden emissiolle ylitetään.

Avainsanat: matalat lämpötilat, supraneste, helium, 4He, MEMS, Duffing oskil-
laattori, häviöt, väliaineen vastus, tunneloituminen, kaksitasosys-
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Symbols and abbreviations

Symbols

κ quantum of circulation
kB Boltzmann constant
h, ~ Planck, reduced Planck constant
θD Debye temperature
T temperature
p pressure
ρ density
H feet length
L beam length
w beam/leg width
d beam/leg thickness
k spring constant
E elastic modulus
m0 effective mass
m̃ added mass
ω0 = 2πf0 linear resonance frequency
γ = 2π∆f drag coefficient
Q = ω0/γ quality factor
Q−1 loss factor
δω0 = 2πδf0 frequency shift
B magnetic field
x displacement
ẋ velocity
ẍ acceleration
x0 oscillation amplitude
xc critical oscillation amplitude
xmax displacement amplitude in resonance
t time
xs out-of-phase displacement
xc in-phase displacement
ki nonlinear elastic coefficient
mi nonlinear mass coefficient
Γi, γi nonlinear damping coefficients
k′

i general nonlinear coefficients
ωr = 2πfr nonlinear resonance frequency
β Duffing parameter
σ scattering cross section
c velocity of sound
k0 roton wave number
∆rot roton gap
P0 density of states
τmin minimum relaxation time
γc electron-TLS coupling constant
αL linear thermal expansion coefficient
C heat capacity
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Abbreviations

3He helium 3
4He helium 4
LHe liquid helium
He I liquid helium
He II superfluid helium
AC alternating current
DC direct current
MEMS microelectromechanical system
NEMS nanoelectromechanical system
TED thermoelastic damping
TLS two-level system
STM standard tunneling model
SEM scanning electron microscope
RRR residual resistivity ratio
Al aluminium
Si silicon
SiO2 silicon oxide



Chapter 1

Introduction

The most common isotope of helium, 4He, also known as the light gas used to fill
balloons, has the most interesting properties when cooled to temperatures near the
absolute zero, where quantum phenomena become important. As a result of the
weak attraction between the (noble and light) helium atoms, the boiling point of
the substance is rather low at 4.2 K temperature in atmospheric pressure. Due
to the large zero-point energy of 4He, it remains a liquid down to the absolute
zero temperature under conventional pressures (p < 25 bar). However, near 2.2 K
a different kind of phase transition occurs. At this so called lambda transition, a
fraction of the fluid becomes superfluid, which has zero viscosity and zero entropy. To
distinguish between the two different states, the classical fluid above the transition
temperature is called helium I (He I), and the quantum fluid below the transition
temperature is called helium II (He II). The quantum fluid has normal (classical)
fluid and superfluid components, and the fraction of the superfluid increases with
lowering temperature from all-normal fluid at the lambda transition to all-superfluid
at zero temperature. As a result of the zero viscosity, the superfluid can flow through
narrow channels without friction, much like electrons can flow without resistance in
superconductors.

One important property of superfluids is the existence of quantized vortices, which
are characterized by the quantum of circulation κ = h/M , where h is the Planck
constant and M is the mass of the atom. Near the absolute zero temperature, the
energy dissipated by a quantized vortex is extremely small and such a vortex line
can persist practically forever. Helical distortions along a vortex line are called
Kelvin waves (KW). Quantum turbulence consists of a chaotic tangle of vortex
lines. Its relaxation involves energy cascades of different nature, vortex reconnections
and microscopic dissipation mechanisms. Cascade of Kelvin waves towards lower
wavelengths is believed to have an important role in the relaxation at T → 0 limit
in the absence of normal fluid [1]. However, conclusive experimental proof of the
Kelvin wave cascade on a single vortex has not been achieved yet.

Oscillating objects, such as tuning forks, wires, grids and spheres, have proven to
be useful probes of temperature, pressure and viscosity in the superfluids 4He and
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3He. They have also been used as generators and detectors of turbulence, cavitation
and sound (first and second) in the fluids [2, 3, 4, 5]. The properties of the fluids
are usually determined from measured changes in mechanical resonance response
due to the forces experienced by the oscillator moving through the fluid. Microelec-
tromechanical (MEMS) and nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS) have recently
emerged as promising new tools for exploring the quantum fluids [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
Their advantages over the larger devices include higher sensitivity to forces, lower
power dissipation, and the possibility to probe the fluids on scales much smaller
than the intervortex distance and even smaller than the coherence length (in 3He).
Our goal is to fabricate an oscillator with a high force sensitivity and a trapping
site for a single quantized vortex line, and to measure the dissipative and reactive
forces that this vortex exerts on the device, which is driven resonantly. A low
spring constant (or in other words, low mass and frequency) and high Q-value are
needed for high force sensitivity. Furthermore, small dimensions are required to
prevent undesirable pinning of other vortices to the device, which would obviously
prevent measurements on a single vortex. In pursuit of this goal, we have fabri-
cated magnetomotively driven MEMS resonators with dimensions ∼ 10 µm made
from suspended aluminium beams with cross section 0.15 µm × 1 µm, spring con-
stant k ∼ 0.1 N m−1, effective mass m0 ∼ 10 pg and frequencies in the range from
300 kHz to 500 kHz.

In this work, we present the response of our MEMS devices measured at low tem-
peratures in vacuum (16 mK – 4 K) and supefluid 4He (18 mK – 1 K). The intrinsic
width has a power-law dependence on temperature below 1 K with a transition to
a rather flat region above 1 K. The behaviour is accompanied by a logarithmic
frequency shift with increasing temperature, which shows a maxima around 1 K. In-
terestingly, quantum mechanical effects play a key role in the observed behaviour.
The damping can be explained in the framework of two-level systems, whose dynam-
ics is governed by quantum tunneling. The single-material structure of our devices
is ideal for studying the internal losses occurring in polycrystalline metals at low
temperatures.

At T < 1 K, the drag force in superfluid 4He is due to momentum transfer with bal-
listic phonons ∆f ∝ T 4 and rotons ∆f ∝ exp(−∆/T ). The temperature dependent
intrinsic width and ballistic drag enable thermometry with these devices directly
in the superfluid at milliKelvin temperatures. At large oscillation amplitudes, the
response of the devices become nonlinear and show Duffing-like behaviour, where
the resonance frequency is shifted towards lower frequencies quadratically with the
oscillation amplitude fr = f0 + βx2

0 (with β < 0). The value of β is independent
of temperature at T < 2 K. However, β becomes more negative in the superfluid
4He, possibly due to nonlinear mass enhancement. Similar behaviour has been re-
ported in [10], where the measurements were conducted in 3He. In superfluid 4He
at T = 18 mK we observe a collapse of the oscillations at velocity vc = 0.17 m/s in-
dependently of the driving force. We interpret this as a sudden increase of the drag
force when the critical velocity for the emission of vortex rings is exceeded.
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First succesfull measurement of bulk superfluid 4He properties conducted with a
nanomechanical resonator (with beam cross section 100 nm × 100 nm) at T > 1 K
was reported only very recently by Bradley et al. in [11]. Note that the thickness of
our aluminium beams lies in the nanometer scale (d = 150 nm) and in this sense our
measurement is also one of the first to be succesfully conducted in bulk superfluid
and the first in the milliKelvin temperature range.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background

This chapter starts by introducing the magnetomotive drive and detection method
of the devices. The device shape, and the corresponding resonance properties are
also discussed. Next, the equation of motion in the linear and nonlinear regime are
discussed. The expected force sensitivity is estimated here as well. Finally, the vast
variety of damping mechanisms affecting these devices are discussed.

2.1 Magnetomotive drive and detection

The geometry of the MEMS oscillators comprises of two cantilever feet connected
by a paddle, as shown in Fig. 2.1. The feet and the paddle have rectangular cross
section d × w = 0.15 µm × 1.0 µm and dimensions H, L ∼ 10 µm. The fundamental
resonance mode of the devices corresponds to out-of-plane and in-phase oscillation
of the two cantilever feet connected by the (rigid) paddle. The dynamic mode shape
is well approximated by the static mode shape obtained by applying a constant load
at the end of the cantilever feet [7, 12]. Thus, the effective spring constant of our
devices is that of the two parallel rectangular cantilever feet

k =
Ewd3

2H3
, (2.1)

where E is the elastic modulus of the material, w is the width, d is the thickness
and H is the length of a leg. The effective mass of one cantilever foot is mfoot =
33/140ρdwH , where ρ is material density. The rigid paddle (length L) at the end of
the feet acts as a simple mass load (mpaddle = ρdwL). Thus, the total effective mass
is

m0 = 2mfoot + mpaddle = ρdw
(33

70
H + L

)

. (2.2)

The mechanical resonance frequency is then given by

ω0 = 2πf0 =

√

k

m0

=

√

√

√

√

E

ρ

d2

(33/35)H4 + 2H3L
. (2.3)
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H L

dw

x

y

z

V

Figure 2.1: Dynamical mode shape of the fundamental mode, based on Comsol
simulation (structural mechanics toolbox). The magnetomotive drive and detection
scheme, geometrical parameters and the coordinate system used in this work are
also depicted.

For a reference to the spring constant, effective mass and resonance frequency, see
e.g. [13] or any other textbook in the field of mechanical engineering.

It is well known that the properties of microfabricated materials often differ greatly
from those of the corresponding bulk materials. Many fabrication methods and
conditions can lead to drastically different charasteristics of the materials. As such,
universal material properties applicable to all devices in the nano- and microscales
do not exist. However, the measured and simulated resonance frequency of our
devices typically agree within 5%, when the bulk properties of aluminium are used
[12]. Thus, the elastic modulus E = 70 GPa and the density ρ = 2700 kg/m3 of bulk
aluminium are assumed. For the typical device dimensions (d×w = 0.15 µm×1.0 µm,
H, L ∼ 10 µm), we obtain k ∼ 0.1 N/m and m0 ∼ 10 pg.

The measurements in this work are done using the fundamental mode, which is easy
to excite and detect with a magnetomotive method. When the MEMS device is
placed in a constant magnetic field B = Bŷ and an AC excitation current I =
I0 cos(ωt) is fed through the device, the paddle experiences a Lorentz force

F(t) = I(t)[−Lẑ × Bŷ] = I0LB cos(ωt)x̂, (2.4)

where x̂, ŷ and ẑ are the unit vectors in the corresponding directions (see Fig. 2.1).
Ideally, the two feet are exactly parallel to the magnetic field and do not experience
the magnetic force. The Lorentz force experienced by the paddle drives the resonator
into oscillatory motion at the excitation frequency ω. Due to the proximity to the
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silicon surface, our devices are limited to relatively small oscillation amplitudes, so
that the motion of the paddle is in practice always perpendicular to the magnetic
field even at the highest drives. The motion of the paddle through the magnetic
field induces a voltage difference V between the two ends of the beam (Faraday’s
law of induction)

V (t) = LBẋ(t) = LBω[xs cos(ωt) − xc sin(ωt)], (2.5)

where ẋ is the velocity of the paddle and xs and xc are the the out-of-phase and
in-phase components of the displacement (see the next section).

2.2 Equation of motion

The MEMS devices can be treated as damped oscillators driven by the Lorentz force
F (t) = F0 cos(ωt), where F0 = I0LB. At sufficiently small oscillation amplitudes,
harmonic approximation is valid. Denoting the beam displacement x, velocity ẋ and
acceleration ẍ and including the damping force Fd = −m0γẋ and the restoring force
Fi = −m0ω2

0x, the equation of motion becomes

ẍ + γẋ + ω2
0x =

F0

m0

cos(ωt), (2.6)

where γ = 2π∆f is the damping coefficient (in units rad s−1).

2.2.1 Force sensitivity

In vacuum, the damping is due to the intrinsic losses in the material, while in fluids
the damping increases further e.g. due to viscous drag. We can estimate the force
resolution to dissipative forces by differentiating Fd with respect to γ:

|∆Fd| = m0ẋ∆γ = kx
∆Q

Q2
, (2.7)

where ∆γ is the error estimate of the measured damping coefficient, Q = ω0/γ is
the quality factor and ∆Q/Q is the relative error estimate for the measured Q-value.
Inertial forces cause a change to the resonance frequency, and the sensitivity to
inertial forces is given by

|∆Fi| = 2m0ω0∆ω0x ≈ kx
∆Q

Q2
, (2.8)

where ∆ω0 is the error estimate of the measured resonance frequency. The last
approximation is valid, if we assume that the error in resonance frequency and
the line width are linked through ∆ω0 = 1

2
∆γ. For high force sensitivity, a small

spring constant, high Q-value, and accurate determination of the Q-value for a given
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oscillation amplitude are required. It is evident from Eq. (2.1) that thin (k ∝
wd3) and long legs (k ∝ H−3) are required for a low spring constant. The relative
importance of the terms is reflected in the choise of the dimensions d = 150 nm,
w = 1 µm and H ∼ 10 µm. For typical spring constant k = 0.1 N m−1, oscillation
amplitude x = 10 nm, expected sensitivity ∆Q/Q = 0.1 and Q = 1 × 104, the force
resolution becomes |∆Fd| ∼ |∆Fi| ∼ 10 fN.

2.2.2 Steady-state solutions

The steady-state solution to Eq. (2.6), established when the excitation has been
applied for a sufficiently long time (& 1/γ), is of the form

x(t) = xs(ω) sin(ωt) + xc(ω) cos(ωt),

where xs and xc produce the Lorentzian line shapes in the frequency domain:

xs(ω) =
F0

m0

γω

(ω2
0 − ω2)2 + γ2ω2

(2.9)

xc(ω) =
F0

m0

ω2
0 − ω2

(ω2
0 − ω2)2 + γ2ω2

. (2.10)

An example plot of the Lorentzian line shapes can be seen in Fig. 2.2. The maximum
oscillation amplitude is obtained at the resonance frequency ω0

√

1 − 1/2Q2 ≈ ω0,
where the last approximation is valid when Q ≫ 1. At resonance, the in-phase
component of the displacement xc is zero, and the maximum displacement amplitude
is given by the out-of-phase component

xmax = xs(ω0) =
F0

m0

1
γω0

=
F0

k
Q. (2.11)

Figure 2.2: An example plot of the linear resonance response described by Eqs. (2.9)
and (2.10), when Q = 1 × 104.
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The full width at half height (line width) of the resonance peak drawn by the out-
of-phase component xs is given by the damping coefficient γ.

2.2.3 Nonlinear resonance response

At large oscillation amplitudes, intrinsic nonlinearities in spring constant, mass and
dissipation can arise, where the properties become functions of the displacement
amplitude. Three types of nonlinearity exist:

– Material nonlinearity, when material is used beyond it’s elastic limit, or it
displays non-linear friction.

– Nonlinearities arising from the used drive and/or detection scheme.

– Geometrical nonlinearity, arising from change in geometry, when device shape
changes at large oscillation amplitudes.

The yield stress of the thin Al structure is not exactly known. However, the data
presented in [14] indicate that the yield stress in ∼ 100 nm thick Al films is greater
than 300 MPa. The highest stress in the structures occurs at the fixed end of the
legs, and is given by [13]

σmax =
3Ed

2H2
xmax. (2.12)

For typical devices with feet length H = 10 µm and maximum oscillation amplitude
xmax = 100 nm, the maximum stress is approximately 16 MPa which is an order of
magnitude smaller than the expected yield stress. Thus, the Al in our structures
is within the elastic limit. On the other hand, nonlinear friction cannot really be
excluded without measurement.

The driving force in the magnetomotive method is independent of the displacement
amplitude in a homogenous magnetic field. However, the direction of the velocity
of the paddle changes slightly as a function of the displacement, as the feet of the
structure bend. This could cause a nonlinear decrease in the generated voltage,
which depends only on the x-component of the velocity. Our devices are limited to
such small oscillation amplitudes (due to proximity to the silicon substrate) that this
effect is negligible. Thus, nonlinearities arising from the used drive and detection
scheme can be neglected.

We are left with the geometrical nonlinearity, of which a good analytical description
is given by Collin et al. in [15]. Expanding to the third order, the nonlinear equation
of motion can be written as

m0(1 + m1x + m2x2)ẍ + (Γ0 + Γ1x) ẋ2 + m0γ(1 + γ1x + γ2x
2)ẋ

+ k(1 + k1x + k2x
2)x = F0 cos(ωt), (2.13)

where mi are the nonlinear mass coefficients, γi and Γi are the nonlinear damping
coefficients and ki are the nonlinear spring constants. In general, a nonlinear reactive
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contribution (linked to the intrinsic damping through the Kramers-Kronig relations)
should also be considered, but since it has the same role in the equation as the
nonlinear mass, we have not written it out explicitly (instead, it is included in the
nonlinear mass). For a given mode shape, the nonlinear parameters can be evaluated
with the analytical expressions given in [15].

In practice, the geometrical nonlinear damping is small and we have not observed it
experimentally. For narrow frequency sweeps (high Q) the motion of the device is
captured by the solution of the simplified expression

ẍ + γẋ + ω2
0(1 + k′

1x + k′

2x
2)x =

F0

m0

cos(ωt), (2.14)

where all nonlinear effects are included in the nonlinear constants k′

1 and k′

2 (see rea-
soning at the end of this subsection). The solution is a sum of oscillating terms

∞
∑

n=0

xs
n sin(nωt) + xc

n cos(nωt). (2.15)

Seeking solution only for the first harmonic (n = 1) results in modified Lorentzian
functions

xs
1(ω) =

F0

m0

γω

(ω2
r − ω2)2 + γ2ω2

(2.16)

and

xc
1(ω) =

F0

m0

ω2
r − ω2

(ω2
r − ω2)2 + γ2ω2

, (2.17)

where the resonance position ωr is a function of the displacement amplitude:

ωr =
√

ω2
0 + 2ω0βx2

0 ≈ ω0 + βx2
0, (2.18)

and
β = ω0

(3
8

k′

2 − 5
12

k′2
1

)

.

The amplitude x0 =
√

(xs
1)2 + (xc

1)2 is found by solving the roots of the polynomial
equation

−
(

F0

m0

)2

+ [γ2ω2 + (ω2 − ω2
0)2]x2

0 − 4βω0(ω2 − ω2
0)x4

0 + 4β2ω2
0x6

0 = 0, (2.19)

which is cubic in terms of x2
0. Thus, there exists three roots for x2

0, which can be
found analytically. The number of physical (real and positive) solutions depends on
the oscillation amplitude. Below the threshold amplitude

xc =
2

33/4

√

γ

|β| , (2.20)

only one of the roots is physical. At larger oscillation amplitudes xmax > xc, three
branches coexist, of which two are stable and one is unstable. The response of the de-
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Figure 2.3: (left:) An example plot of the oscillation amplitudes obtained from
Eq. (2.19), when the maximum amplitude xmax is larger than the threshold ampli-
tude xc. The resonance frequency shifts towards lower frequencies with increasing
oscillation amplitude, since β is negative. The solution is bistable between the two
dotted arrows and the actual response depends on the initial conditions (frequency
sweep direction) as indicated by the arrows. (right:) The modified Lorentzian curves
obtained from Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) with the same parameters as in the figure on
the left. Note that the unstable solution is not depicted in this figure, but the red and
blue dashed lines correspond to the response in the increasing frequency direction.

vice then depends on the direction of the frequency sweep, as shown in Fig. 2.3.

When xmax > xc, the highest amplitude is obtained when sweeping frequency in
the direction of the nonlinear coefficient β (i.e. downwards for negative β) and in
the high-Q limit the maximum amplitude is obtained at the nonlinear resonance
frequency ωres = ωr(xmax). The maximum amplitude depends on the excitation
force and is given by the out of phase component

xmax = xs
1(ωres) =

F0

m0

1
γωres

=
ω0

ωres

F0

k
Q, (2.21)

which differs from the linear expression Eq. (2.11) only by the prefactor ω0/ωres,
arising from the change in the spring constant. The frequency shifts are always
smaller than 1% of the resonance frequency, and the prefactor is practically one. Note
that the in-phase component xc

1 is zero at resonance as in the linear case. The linear
resonance frequency ω0 and damping coefficient γ can not be determined directly
from the measured resonance position and line width as in the linear regime, but
they are acquired (together with the nonlinear parameter β) from fits to Eqs. (2.16)
and (2.17).

When xmax > xc and the frequency is swept in the direction opposite to the nonlin-
ear coefficient (i.e. upwards for negative β), the excitation frequency never actually
reaches frequency ωr and the resonance condition is not met. Far from the linear
resonance frequency ω0, oscillation amplitude is small and ωr resides close to ω0.
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When the excitation frequency approaches ω0, the oscillation amplitude increases
and ωr approaches the excitation frequency ω. However, before the excitation fre-
quency and ωr actually meet, a jump from the lower stable branch to the higher
stable branch occurs and ωr shifts past the excitation frequency.

Neglecting the nonlinear damping terms, the solution to the full nonlinear Eq. (2.13)
is the same as for the simplified Eq. (2.14), apart from the term β, which becomes a
function of all the nonlinear parameters and frequency [15]. However, for sufficiently
narrow sweeps (high Q), the parameter β can be taken as a constant. To take into
account nonlinear damping, such as turbulent drag (∝ ẋ2), the solution to Eq. (2.13)
should be used. In this case the damping coefficient γ in Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) is
replaced with a nonlinear damping coefficient γnonlin = γ + βγx2

0. The change is
reflected also in the polynomial equation for solving x0, which becomes

−
(

F0

m0

)2

+ [γ2ω2 + (ω2 − ω2
0)2]x2

0 + [2βγγω2 − 4βω0(ω2 − ω2
0)]x4

0

+ [β2
γω2 + 4β2ω2

0]x6
0 = 0. (2.22)

2.2.4 Finite element analysis of the geometrical nonlinear-

ity

To estimate the effect of the geometrical nonlinearity in our devices, finite element
analysis for sample 5NF with dimensions L = 14.7 µm, H = 13.0 µm and cross
section d × w = 0.15 µm × 1.11 µm has been done. We use Comsol multiphysics
program, and the model of the resonator consists of 1.6 × 104 elements. The mesh is
optimised with adaptive mesh refinement which is applied in an initial eigenfrequency
analysis. An artificial damping (isotropic structural loss factor 5 × 10−5) is applied to
the material, which results in a Q-value of 2 × 104. The response of the driven device
is obtained from a frequency domain study, which uses MUMPS (a MUltifrontal
Massively Parallel sparse direct Solver) and Newton’s method to obtain the steady
state solution at each frequency (parametric sweep).

When geometrical nonlinearity is enabled in the study, the line shapes shown in
Fig. 2.4 (middle panel) are produced. The simulations indicate a negative shift
of the resonance frequency (left panel) with β = −9.8 × 10−4 Hz/nm2. At small
amplitudes, the line width is practically constant (inset) and the displacement is
directly proportional to the excitation force (right panel). At high oscillation am-
plitudes (& 50 nm), deviations from the expected Duffing-like behaviour occur and
the quadratic fits to the frequency shift (left panel) and line width (inset) do not
present the data well. This might indicate limitations of the Duffing model at high
amplitudes. For example, the higher order modes (n>1) in Eq. (2.15) could become
important, or the assumption of constant β breaks down.

At even higher excitation forces, the convergence of the problem becomes poor, likely
due to the high gradients in the solution, when the oscillation amplitude approaches
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Figure 2.4: (middle:) The frequency response of the sample 5NF at different driving
forces based on finite element analysis. The blue asterisks indicate the amplitude and
position of the resonance. The Q-value of the device is determined from a Lorentzian
fit to the smallest peak (not shown). (left:) Nonlinear shift of the resonance frequency
(x-axis) as a function of the displacement amplitude (y-axis) and a quadratic fit to
the data at small amplitudes. (right:) The displacement amplitude at resonance as
a function of the excitation force. The linear fit to the data at small amplitudes
provides the spring constant k of the device. (inset:) The line width of the nonlinear
peak as a function of the displacement amplitude and a quadratic fit to the data.
The presented line widths are obtained simply from Eq. (2.11), which gives ∆f =
(F0f0)/(kxmax).

the critical value xc. The convergence can be improved by using smaller frequency
stepping (since we use the previous solution as an initial guess for the next step)
and smaller elements in the mesh. However, these approaches increase the solution
time (and RAM requirements) significantly. To keep computation time reasonable
(∼ 60 h for the highest peak), finer frequency stepping is used near the peak (where
gradients are high and convergence is poor) and gradually coarser steps are taken
further from the peak.

2.3 Intrinsic damping

The quality factor Q = ω0/γ = f0/∆f is the ratio of the energy stored in the
oscillations to the energy lost per cycle. Higher Q-value indicates lower losses. In
practice, we measure damping by determining ∆f = γ/2π from fits to the Lorentzian
(Eq.(2.9) and (2.10)) or modified Lorentzian (Eq. (2.16) and (2.17)) curves. The
damping is directly proportional to the loss factor Q−1, which is often used in the
literature. Since the force resolution of a mechanical resonator is limited by the
Q-value, understanding of these loss mechanisms is important. We consider here
possible sources of damping in our devices. For a more thorough review, see e.g.
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[16] and the citations within. To give an idea of the relative importance of the
different damping mechanisms, note that the typical quality factors measured for
our devices at lowest temperatures are Q ∼ 104 (which corresponds to the loss
factor Q−1 ∼ 10−4).

2.3.1 Magnetomotive damping

Before going to the damping occurring actually in the resonators, we consider an
external loss mechanism called the magnetomotive damping. The mechanism arises
from eddy currents in the external measurement circuit, driven by the magnetomo-
tive force (voltage) generated by the device. The damping increase quadratically
with an increasing magnetic field and is inversely proportional to the impedance of
the external circuirtry.

The mechanical resonator is electrically equivalent to the parallel combination of
a capacitor Cm, an inductor Lm and a resistor Rm. A comparison of the voltage
generated over the magnetomotively driven mechanical resonator and the equivalent
(unloaded) circuit gives [17]

Cm =
m

L2B2
, Lm =

L2B2

ω2
0m

and Rm =
L2B2

ω0m
Q0,

where ω0 and Q0 are the unloaded resonance frequency and quality factor, corre-
sponding to an infinite impedance of the external (open) circuit. An useful quantity
is the charasteristic impedance

Zc =

√

Lm

Cm
=

L2B2

ω0m
,

which is proportional to the square of the magnetic field. When the equivelant circuit
is loaded with a finite external load Zext = Rext + iXext, changes in the apparent
resonance frequency and width occur. To first order, the loaded values are [17]

fL = f0

√

1 +
ZcXext

|Zext|2
(2.23)

and
1

QL

=
1

Q0

+
ZcRext

|Zext|2
, (2.24)

where Xext and Rext are the imaginary and real parts of the external load, respectively.
In our setup, the external load consists of the resistance in the excitation (∼ 1 kΩ)
and detection (∼ 1 MΩ) lines connected parallel with the device (see section 3.2).
The (large and parallel) resistance of the detection line can be detected. However,
the parallel stray capacitance of the wires Cstray ∼ 100 pF corresponds to ∼ 5 kΩ
impedance at the typical device frequency (∼ 300 kHz). The impedance is compara-
ble to the resistance of the excitation line, and cannot be neglected. The magnitude
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of the external impedance is |Zext| ≈ 1 kΩ with Rext ∼ 1 kΩ and Xext ∼ −0.2 kΩ. For
typical device parameters L ∼ 10 µm, ω0 ∼ 2π × 300 kHz, m ∼ 10 pg and magnetic
field B = 83 mT, we get Zc ≈ 3.7 × 10−5 Ω. The expected increase in the loss factor
is Q−1 ≈ 3.7 × 10−8 and the expected frequency shift is δf = −1 mHz.

2.3.2 Boundary losses

Boundary losses occur at the interface between the MEMS resonator and the sup-
porting structure. Three mechanisms, namely elastic wave radiation, viscoelasticity
and microsliding are considered here.

Elastic wave radiation to the support arises when the resonator applies time-harmonic
forces and moments at the clamped end of the feet. Consequently, the mechanical
energy of the oscillator is radiated to the support where it eventually dissipates (as-
suming that the radiated energy does not reflect back into the resonator). Cross
and Lifshitz [18] derived an expression for the damping due to elastic wave radiation
for a doubly clamped beam of length H and width w. Their model considers the
support as a thin elastic plate of the same thickness as the beam, but of different
width, and suggests Q ∼ H/w for the out-of-plane flexural mode. This would imply
Q ∼ 10 for our devices, which is clearly an underestimate. Another, perhaps more
relevant expression was derived by Photiadis and Judge [19]. Their model considers
a simple cantilever connected to a semi-infinite plate of thickness ds. When the
acoustic wavelength is long compared to the thickness of the support, the support
losses are given by

Q−1
attachment ≈ 0.95

w

H

d2

d2
s

(

ρE

ρsEs

)1/2

, (2.25)

where ρs = 2300 kg/m3 and Es ∼ 100 GPa are the density and elastic modulus of
the (silicon) support. The proper elastic constant of the silicon depends on the axial
direction of the stress. However, for the sake of estimations, the order of magnitude
is sufficient. The thickness of the silicon chip ds = 500 µm is small compared to the
wavelength of sound λ ≈ 2 cm at typical device frequency (300 kHz). With typical
dimensions of the MEMS device (H = 10 µm, w = 1 µm, d = 150 nm), we see that
the support losses are rather small, resulting in Q ∼ 1 × 108. One should note
that the lateral dimensions of the silicon chip (5 mm) are actually also smaller than
the wavelength, so the assumption of semi-infinite plate is not strictly valid in our
geometry. Damping due to elastic wave radiation is expected to be temperature
independent.

Viscoelasticity in the context of boundary losses is related to the damping due to the
material used to install the supporting structure in place (we use vacuum grease to
attach the silicon chip). In our devices the mass of the silicon chip is nearly million
times larger than the mass of the resonator and the motion of the resonator can
not induce significant motion of the chip. Thus, viscoelastic damping is not relevant
apart from being one of the possible mechanisms responsible for the damping of the
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elastic waves radiated to the structure (complete dissipation of the elastic waves in
the support structure is assumed in the derivation of Eq. (2.25)).

Microsliding could occur at the Al-SiO2 or SiO2-Si interfaces. However, the motion
of our devices occur in the direction perpendicular to these interfaces and damping
due to motional friction is unlikely. On the other hand, microsliding between the Al
grains is possible and might contribute to the internal friction, which is discussed
separately.

2.3.3 Internal damping

Internal damping occurs in the material of the resonator, and can be divided into two
categories: fundamental damping and internal friction. In the internal dissipation
mechanisms, the ordered mechanical energy is transformed into disordered inter-
nal energy of the system. Fundamental damping (thermoelastic damping, phonon-
phonon interactions and phonon-electron interactions) set the ultimate lower limit
on damping, and are present even in perfect crystals. Internal friction, on the other
hand, is damping caused by irreversible motion of crystallographic defects (such as
vacancies, edge dislocations and grain boundaries) and can be reduced by improving
the crystal quality.

Material properties

To estimate the fundamental damping in the aluminium resonator, knowledge of cer-
tain physical properties is required. Especially, the heat capacity, thermal conduc-
tivity and thermal expansion coefficient of Al need to be characterized. Fortunately,
the low temperature behaviour of these properties is fairly well known.

The specific heat of metals at low temperatures has contributions from electrons ce

and phonons cp, so that C = ce + cp. In normal state, the expressions are

cen = γenT and cp =
5
12

π4R
(

T

θD

)3

, (2.26)

where the constant γen is a material property, R is the universal gas constant and
θD is the Debye temperature of the material. At sub-Kelvin temperatures, the
phonon contribution to the heat capacity is typically small. The heat capacity of
Al at T < 1 K in the normal state is practically a linear function of the tempera-
ture with γen = 1.35 × 10−3 J/(mol · K2) and the contribution from phonons (with
θD = 427.7 K) is smaller than 1% [20].

Since the heat is carried mostly by the electrons, the normal state thermal conduc-
tivity is well approximated by the Weidemann-Franz law

κH ≈ κen = σeL0T, (2.27)
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where σe is the electrical conductivity and L0 = 2.443 × 10−8 WΩ/K2 is the Lorentz
number. The electrical conductivity is obtained by measuring the resistance of our
devices (R5NF = 0.6 Ω for sample 5NF) at low temperature (16 mK). The resistance
is determined by a 4-wire method, where an off-resonant AC current is applied
through the device and the change in the voltage over the device is measured when
the superconductivity is suppressed with a small magnetic field (∼ 40 mT). The
voltage change is assumed to result solely from the change in the resistance, and the
normal-state resistivity is then given by the ratio of the voltage change and the AC
current. With the known dimensions of the device, we get σe = 7 × 108 S m−1. The
resistance of the device at room temperature is 40 Ω (measured with a multimeter)
and the corresponding residual resistivity ratio (RRR) is 70. The RRR is one of the
smallest values observed in Al of various purities [21]. The likely explanations for
the low RRR are the small dimensions of the device and small grain size, which lead
to large electron-boundary scattering.

Also the thermal expansion coefficient happens to be directly proportional to the
specific heat at low temperatures [22]. Consequently, it has electronic and phononic
contributions with the corresponding linear and cubic dependences. For aluminium
at T < 5 K, the (normal state) linear thermal expansion coefficient is

αL = αeT + αpT
3, (2.28)

where αe = 9.3 × 10−10 1/K2 and αp = 3.25 × 10−11 1/K4 [23]. Again, only the linear
term is of importance at temperatures below 1 K.

Superconductivity has a significant effect on the specific heat of electrons, while
the phonon contribution remains unchanged. When temperature is lowered past
the superconducting transition temperature, the specific heat of electrons jumps to
a higher value at the onset of the superconductivity and decreases exponentially,
when temperature is decreased further. The measured electron specific heat in su-
perconducting Al from 0.25 K to 0.5 K is approximately [20]

ces(T ) = 7.1γenTc exp(−1.34Tc/T ), (2.29)

where Tc = 1.163 K is the superconducting transition temperature. The available
heat capacity data (down to 0.17 K [20]) does not allow for reliable extrapolation
of ces to very low temperatures. This is not of major concern, since the dominant
contribution to the heat capacity at the lowest temperatures comes from phonons,
whose heat capacity decreases more gradually with temperature. The electron heat
capacity ces becomes smaller than the phonon heat capacity cp approximately at
temperature Teq ≈ 0.13 K. Similar features are observed in the electronic heat
conductivity, which follows [21]

κes(T ) = κ0 exp
[

1.8
(

1 − Tc

T

)]

at T & 0.2 K, (2.30)

where κ0 is the heat conductivity at Tc. As with the heat capacity, the phonon
contribution becomes important at the lowest temperatures. Suffice it to say, super-
conductivity has an effect on the thermal expansion as well, and the change in length
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between the superconducting and normal state Al may be expressed approximately
by (ls − ln)/ls = (6.2 − 5.5T 2 − 0.7T 4) × 10−9 [24].

Fundamental damping

Two fundamental damping mechanisms are considered here, thermoelastic damping
(TED) and Akhiezer damping. TED is related to coupling between elastic and tem-
perature fields and Akhiezer damping considers phonon-phonon interactions.

When a beam bends, it produces stress and strain gradients in the structure, so that
one side of the beam will be in compression and the other in tension. Due to ther-
moelasticity, the compressed region becomes hotter and the tensioned region colder
than the average temperature. The temperature gradient leads to irreversible heat
flow and entropy generation. The resulting loss mechanism is called thermoelastic
damping (TED). The theory for TED in a homogeneous, isotropic, Euler–Bernoulli
beams was first established by Zener [25]. The resulting Q-value is obtained from
equation

Q−1
TED =

α2
LET

C

ωτTED

1 + (ωτTED)2
, (2.31)

where τTED = (d2C)/(π2κH) is the thermal diffusion time over the thickness of
the beam. Considering only the linear (electronic) contributions to the heat ca-
pacity C = γenT and thermal conductivity κH = σeL0T in normal state Al, we
find a temperature independent τTED = 1.8 × 10−14 s. For typical device frequency
ω = 2π × 300 kHz the product ωτTED = 3.4 × 10−8 is small, and the expression for
TED in the normal state at low temperatures becomes

Q−1
TED =

α2
eEωd2

π2σeL0

T 2, (2.32)

where the linear approximation αL = αeT of the thermal expansion coefficient has
been used. The Q values obtained from the expression are extremely high (e.g.
QTED ∼ 1 × 1017 at T = 1 K).

Akhiezer damping [26] occurs due to irreversible heat flow between different phonon
modes. The heat flow is driven by temperature differences arising from coupling
of the strain field to the thermal phonons, which changes the frequency of the
phonons. Generally speaking, the dimensionless coupling strength (also called the
Grüneisen parameter) depends on the phonon mode. To a first approximation, the
average value γav ≈ 1.7 [27] can be used for Al. In an approximation, where all the
phonon modes have common thermal relaxation time τAkhiezer, the loss is given by
[28, 29]

Q−1
Akhiezer =

CTγ2
av

ρc2

ωτAkhiezer

1 + (ωτAkhiezer)2
, (2.33)

where c = 5100 m/second is the speed of sound in Al and τAkhiezer = (3κH)(Cc2). In
normal state with the linear dependences of thermal conductivity and heat capacity,
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the relaxation time is τAkhiezer ≈ 15 ns. The product ωτAkhiezer = 0.028 is much
smaller than one, and the expression for Akhiezer damping at low temperature be-
comes

Q−1
Akhiezer =

3γ2
av

ρc4
ωσeL0T 2, (2.34)

which gives QAkhiezer ∼ 2 × 1010 at T = 1 K.

One should note, that at low temperatures (T < 1 K) the electron-phonon coupling
is weak, and the electron temperature Te may be substantially larger than that of the
phonons (lattice) Tp even at very low excitation currents [30]. The loss mechanisms
described above (TED and Akhiezer damping) are directly related to phonons and
in the limit of zero heat exchange between electrons and phonons, the properties
attributed solely to phonons should be used. Since the expected losses from TED
and Akhiezer damping are extremely low and the Q-value of our our devices is
clearly limited by other mechanisms, we do not consern ourselves further with these
issues.

Internal friction

The magnitude of the internal friction can not typically be estimated from first prin-
ciples, but generally it depends on the type, distribution and mobility of defects and
interactions between the different classes of the defects [16]. Single-crystal materi-
als can be used to obtain high Q, or the material can be annealed at an elavated
temperature to increase the grain size, which is found to reduce damping. Another
strategy involves reducing mobility of the defects, which depend on atomic bonding,
crystal structure, microstructure, melting temperature, operating temperature and
frequency. Small quantities of alloying can reduce defect mobility, which may have
a significant effect on Q. For example, damping in aluminium alloy Al 5056 is an
order of magnitude smaller than in pure Al over a wide temperature and frequency
ranges.

At low temperatures, the internal friction in many MEMS and NEMS resonators is
believed to result from tunneling two level systems (TLSs) present in the devices,
which are typically attributed to amorphous materials [31, 32]. The damping is
explained in the framework of the standard tunneling model (STM) [33]. Many
MEMS/NEMS resonators have a polycrystalline metal layer either as the mechan-
ical structure or as a metallic coating. TLSs can reside at the internal boundaries
or at the surfaces due to imperfect termination of the crystals. Note that many
metals (such as aluminium) also form an amorphous native oxide layer when they
are subjected to atmospheric conditions. The basic idea is that a TLS can exist
in one of two minima in a double-well potential (which need not be symmetric),
separated by an energy barrier (e.g. an atom with two favourable locations). At
low enough temperatures, thermal activation over the barrier is suppressed and the
dynamics of the TLS is governed by quantum tunneling. In a system of many TLSs,
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there exists a wide distribution of potential barrier heights, relaxation rates and
eigenenergies.

In a mechanical resonator, the TLSs couple to the applied strain fields induced by
the motion of the device and absorb energy from the mechanical mode. The energy is
then redistributed among the rest of the degrees of freedom of the system (phonons,
electrons or other TLS). In resonant dissipation, the TLSs with excitation energy
ET LS close to the energy ~ω will resonate with the vibrational mode. For typical
oscillation amplitudes, the vibrational mode is so populated compared to the thermal
population that the resonant TLSs become saturated and their contribution to the
dissipation becomes negligible [34]. However, the resonant mechanism is responsible
for a shift in resonance frequency (or sound velocity ω0 ∝ c =

√

E/ρ), which is in
the limit ~ω ≪ kBT given by [33]

δω0

ω0

=
P0γ2

c

E
ln(T/T0), (2.35)

where T0 is a reference temperature, ω0 is the resonance frequency at the reference
temperature, δω0 is the frequency shift, P0 is the density of states and γc is a coupling
constant between the phonons and the TLSs. The effect is insensitive to the strength
of the elastic field, since a major contribution to the frequency shift comes from states
with energy near kBT , which are not easily saturated by the oscillations of the device,
which operates at a much lower frequency.

The relevant damping mechanism due to TLSs in mechanical resonators is the re-
laxation absorption [33]. In thermal equilibtrium at temperature T , the ratio of
the occupation probabilites of the two energy levels of a TLS is exp(−ET LS/kBT ).
Since the wavelength of phonons ∼ 100 nm is long compared to the size of the TLSs
∼ 1 Å, the local strain field at any one TLS can be taken as uniform (dipole approx-
imation). The main effect of this uniform elastic field is to modulate the energy of
the TLS, which in turn leads to an unequilibrium of the populations (occupation
probabilities). The relaxation of the populations towards the equilibrium value is
typically slow compared to the rate of change ω of the elastic field. As a response
to the elastic forcing, the TLSs produce a complex modulus, which is analoguous to
the electrical susceptibility. The frequency shift and dissipation due to the TLSs are
proportional to the real and imaginary parts of the complex modulus, respectively.
Unlike the resonant mechanism, the relaxation absorption is not easily saturated as
it does not directly drive transitions of the TLSs.

The minimum relaxation time for the states with E = kBT is temperature dependent
with τmin ∝ T −3 and τmin ∼ 1 ns at T = 1 K in bulk amorphous insulators. Above
1 K the simple power-law dependence of the minimum relaxation time breaks down,
as higher order phonon processes become important. The relaxation absorption
then leads to a temperature-dependent damping ∝ T 3 at low temperatures (when
ωτmin ≫ 1) and a constant damping at high temperatures (when ωτmin ≪ 1). A
transition from one dependence to the another is expected at some temperature T ∗,
when ωτmin ∼ 1.
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When ωτmin ≫ 1, the resonant process dominates the frequency shift and the re-
laxation process is not important. For ωτmin ≪ 1 and ~ω ≪ kBT , the relaxation
mechanism produces a negative frequency shift [33]

δω0

ω0

= −3
2

P0γ2
c

E
ln(T/T0), (2.36)

which is 3/2 times larger the the shift due to the resonant mechanism. As a conse-
quence, the frequency shift should show a maxima approximately when ωτmin ∼ 1,
which occurs around the temperature T ∗.

In metallic glasses, the minimum relaxation time is much shorter and it is inversely
proportional to the temperature. The resulting relaxation damping in the low tem-
perature limit ωτmin ≫ 1 is directly proportional to the temperature, while the effect
on the frequency is negligible [33]. Since the upper limit for the relaxation time is
25 ns even at T = 10 mK, the temperature dependent low temperature region of
damping in metallic glasses is hard to achieve (or required devices with high fre-
quency). The damping is constant at high temperatures (ωτmin ≪ 1) and the result
is equivalent to the result in amorphous insulators, since the mechanism does not
depend on the relaxation time. The corresponding frequency shift in the high tem-
perature limit (ωτmin ≪ 1) contains contributions from the resonant and relaxation
mechanisms, and the combined effect is

δω0

ω0

=
1
2

P0γ
2
c

E
ln(T/T0), (2.37)

where the factor 1/2 is the sum of the resonant term 1 and the relaxation term
−1/2. At higher temperatures, the phonons take over the electron contribution as
the dominant source of relaxation and in principle, a logarithmic decrease in fre-
quency would be expected. In practice, higher order phonon processes modify the
logarithmic dependence to give an almost linear decrease of frequency with temper-
ature [33]. Typically, the maximum frequency is observed between 2 K and 3 K in
metallic glasses. The temperature of the maximum is almost frequency independent,
unlike in insulating glasses, where T ∗ scales as ω1/3.

Common features are observed in many MEMS/NEMS resonators, whose quality
factor is limited by tunneling two level systems. Below a threshold temperature
T ∗ the dissipation follows a power law Q−1 ∝ T N and at higher temperatures a
rather flat dependence on temperature is observed. The frequency shift increases
logarithmically below T ∗ and shows a maxima around this threshold temperature.
However, the measured exponents for various NEMS/MEMS resonators show large
variation between N = 0.32 and N = 1.6 [35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42], and many
of the results are hard to explain in the framework of tunneling two level systems.
In confined dimensions, when the phonon wavelengths become longer than the de-
vices, modifications to the theory of tunneling TLS are required. Note that the
electrons remain 3D practically in all devices. A fairly general review article on
TLSs in reduced dimensions is given in [43]. Quite interestingly, TLSs couping to
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1D phonon modes in a tensioned string (ω ∝ kλ) produce qualitatively (N = 1) and
quantitatively the observed behaviour in normal state doubly clamped aluminium
nanobeams [38], while the (qualitatively correct) electron mediated mechanism gives
values of the relevant parameters, which are inconsistent by several orders of magni-
tude. The result implies that the polycrystalline aluminium nanobeams behave more
like amorphous insulators than amorphous metals. The N = 1 behaviour has been
observed in superconducting aluminium nanobeams as well [39], consistent with the
1D phonon picture. Seoánez et al. [34] predict N = 1/2 for pure flexure (ω ∝ k2

λ)
and 1D phonons, which matches closely the measured dependence N = 0.5±0.05 for
doubly clamped gold nanowires in [36]. The prediction is also close to the normal-
state result N = 0.65 ±0.1 for goalpost shaped silicon resonators, which are covered
with aluminium [37]. However, the same devices show very different behaviour in
the superconducting state with N = 1.5 ± 0.1, which implies that the normal-state
electrons play a crucial role in the dissipation. The result is then in contradiction
with the 1D phonon picture. The low values N = 0.32 for a GaAs nanobeam in [40]
and N = 0.36 for a single-crystal Si nanobeam (covered with chromium and gold)
in [35] and the high value N = 1.6 in single crystal diamond (no metallic coating)
[41] remain unexplained as well.

The choise of dispersion relation (1D, 2D or 3D) of phonons depends on the dominant
phonon wavelength λph = hc/(2.82kBT ), where c is the speed of sound. If one (or
two) dimension of the device is smaller than the phonon wavelength, the 2D (or
1D) model should be used. For our devices, λph becomes equal to the thickness
d = 150 nm at T = 6 K and width w = 1 µm at T = 1 K. Thus, the phonons will
cross over from 3D to 1D as temperature is lowered. On the other hand, the fermi
wavelength is small (< 1 nm) and electrons remain 3D at all temperatures. The
mechanical out-of-plane resonance mode of our devices is flexurar (ω ∝ k2

λ). For 1D
phonons and a flexural resonance mode, the quantitative formula for the damping
is given by [34]

Q−1
rel =

10P0γ
4
c

d3/2w

(1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)
E2(3 − 5ν)

(

ρ

E

)1/4 T 1/2

ω0

, (2.38)

where P0 ∼ 1044J−1m−3 is the density of states of the TLS (a general, constant
value attributed to amorphous insulators is assumed here), γc ∼ 1 eV is the coupling
constant between the elastic modes and the TLS and ν = 0.334 is the Poisson’s
ratio of aluminium. The fraction of amorphous material is assumed to be 5%, which
corresponds to the expected thickness 3 nm [44] of the native aluminium oxide layer.
In the derivation of the aforementioned equation, the convention ~ = 1 = kB has
been used. Based on simple dimensional analysis, the result should be multiplied
with the factor k

1/2
B /~3/2 to get the proper dimensionless loss factor. For typical

device dimensions and frequency (d = 150 nm, w = 1 µm, ω0 = 2π × 400 kHz) and a
moderate coupling constant γc = 3 eV, the model fives Q ∼ 1 × 104 at T = 10 mK.
Measurements in the superconducting state can possibly provide more information
regarding the relaxation mechanism of the TLSs (section 4).

To complete the discussion on TLSs in these systems, also the possibility of a tem-
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perature dependent TLS density of states should be considered. Behunin et al. [43]
suggest that the low temperature (ωτmin ≫ 1) dissipation is proportional to T D+µ,
where D (1, 2 or 3) is the dimension and µ is related to the TLSs density of states
through P (kBT ) ∝ T µ. At high temperatures (ωτmin ≪ 1) the dissipation is propor-
tional to T µ, which provides an indirect window to study the DOS of the TLSs. Fi-
nally, devices which support flexural modes show entirely different behaviour. Their
dissipation follows Q−1 ∝ T 1/2+µ (1D), Q−1 ∝ T 1+µ (2D) or Q−1 ∝ T 3+µ (3D) at
low temperature and T µ at high temperature .

Behunin et al. suggest that the small exponents N = 0.36 observed in [35] could be
explained by the high temperature (ωτmin ≪ 1) behaviour Q−1 ∝ T µ. This would
put the ∼ 10 MHz device (single crystal nanobeam, which is covered with chromium
and gold) in the limit ωτmin ≪ 1 at temperatures as low as 100 mK. The upper
limit for the corresponding minimum relaxation time would be τmin(100 mK) <
16 ns. This interpration seems to contradict with our results, which show distinct
low and high temperature behaviours with a crossover around 1 K, which implies
τmin(1 K) ∼ ω−1

0 ≈ 400 ns. Even longer relaxation times are expected at lower
temperatures.

As the above discussion shows, the dissipation in some NEMS/MEMS devices can
be explained in the framework of tunneling two level systems either qualitatively
or quantitatively. However, many of the results remain inconsistent with theory.
Revision of the basic ideas of the tunneling two level systems have been suggested in
[45] even for the amorphous materials. Measurements on many different geometries,
frequencies and materials are required to build a consistent picture of the mechanism.
Compared to the other nanoscale devices, our devices operate at a very low frequency.
Tunneling TLS losses in such a low frequency device with confined 1D phonons have
not been reported before.

2.4 Fluid drag

This section considers the possible drag forces arisin in superfluid 4He, with a focus
on the effects below 1 K temperature. Suffice to say that at higher temperatures
the the force experienced by oscillators moving through the fluids is mainly due
to viscous drag and potential flow [3]. Unfortunately, the drag experienced by our
devices at T > 1 K is so high that the signal from the devices is too small to detect
even at the highest driving forces. Consequently, experiments were conducted only
at temperatures below 1 K. Future experiments in the high temperature regime are
possible, but they will likely require a stronger magnetic field to be conducted.

When an oscillating body moves through a fluid at a small velocity, it experiences a
force with components proportional to its velocity ẋ (drag) and acceleration ẍ (mass
enhancement):

Ffluid = λfluidẋ + m̃ẍ. (2.39)
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The addition of the force to the equation of motion causes a negative shift in the
resonance frequency

(

ωfluid

ωvac

)2

=
m0

m0 + m̃
(2.40)

and a change in the damping coefficient

γ = γint

m0

m0 + m̃
+

λfluid

m0 + m̃
= γint

(

ωfluid

ωvac

)2

+ γfluid. (2.41)

At temperatures T < 1 K, the fraction of normal fluid in liquid 4He is vanishingly
small and the viscocity is negligible. In an inviscid fluid, the mass enhancement is
solely due to the potential flow of the liquid around the body. The frequency shift
for a (long and thin) rectangular cantilever oscillating at a small amplitude (x0 ≪ d)
due to an inviscid fluid was first derived by Chu [46] and is given by

(

ωfluid

ωvac

)2

=

(

1 +
πw

4d

ρfluid

ρcantilever

)

−1

. (2.42)

The expression predicts a 12% decrease in resonance frequency in 4He at 3 bar
pressure at low temperature for the typical device dimensions (d = 150 nm and
w = 1 µm).

2.4.1 Ballistic drag

Phonons and rotons are collective excitations of the superfluid 4He [47] and produce
the dispersion relation shown in Fig. 2.5 [48]. Excitations with a low momentum
have a linear dispersion relation, and are called phonons. The slope of the linear
relation corresponds to the velocity of sound in the liquid. Excitations around the
local minimum in energy at the wavenumber k0 are called rotons, and the energy of
the minimum ∆rot is the roton gap. The exact shape of the dispersion curve depends
on temperature and pressure.

The response of the devices have been measured in superfluid 4He at 3 bar pressure.
The corresponding density is ρ4He = 150 kg/m3 [49] and the velocity of sound is
c = 260 m/s [50]. Changes in the velocity of sound as a function of temperature
below T = 1 K are expected to be small (< 1 m s−1) [51]. The location of the roton
minimum k0 = 1.93Å−1 is temperature independent, but increases with the cubic
root of the density [52]. At zero temperature and with the density ρ4He = 150 kg/m3,
the value of the roton gap is ∆rot = 8.40 K [53]. At T . 1 K, the value of the roton
gap depends only weakly on temperature. A small decrease (∼ 0.5%) in the value
of ∆rot can be expected, when comparing the value at T = 1 K to the value at zero
temperature [54].

The mean free path of the quasiparticles (phonon, roton) in superfluid 4He at low
temperatures are much larger than the transverse dimensions of the devices (∼ 1 µm),
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Figure 2.5: Dispersion relation of 4He at T = 1.12 K in saturated vapour pressure.
The data (circles) has been obtained from [48]. The solid line is a fit to the low-
momentum linear contribution attributed to phonons. The dashed line through
the data at higher momentum is a quide to the eye, and shows the distinct roton
minimum.

e.g. lmfp(1 K) ∼ 20 µm and lmfp(0.7 K) ∼ 300 µm. At this temperature regime, the
drag force experienced by the oscillator moving through the fluid is due to momentum
transfer in collisions with the ballistic quasiparticles. The damping coefficients due
to phonons and rotons are given by [55]

γph = ρphcσ/m and λrot = ρrotūσ/m, (2.43)

where ρph,rot are the densities whereas c and ū are the mean velocities of the quasi-
particles, σ is the scattering cross section and m = m0 + m̃ is the effective mass of
the oscillator in the fluid. The wavelength of rotons (2π/k0 ≈ 3Å) is small, and the
wavelength of the thermal phonons (ch/kBT ) becomes comparable to the transverse
dimensions ∼ 1 µm only at very low temperatures ∼ 10 mK. Thus, the scattering
cross section is given by the projected area Ap = w(2H + L) of the device in the y-z
plane, normalized with the velocity profile

σ =
∫∫

Ap

ẋ(y, z)
ẋmax

dydz ≈ 0.57w(2H + L). (2.44)

Inserting the definitions for the phonon and roton properties, the expressions for the
damping coefficients become [56]

γph =
σ

m

2π2k4
b

45~3c4
T 4 (2.45)
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and

γrot =
σ

m

~k4
0

3π2
exp

(

−∆rot

T

)

. (2.46)

2.4.2 Kelvin waves and vortex rings

Quantum turbulence (drag proportional to ẋ2) [57] is expected, when oscillation
velocity exceeds a critical velocity vcrit. Assuming that the creation of quantum tur-
bulence is associated with the excitation of Kelvin waves, the requirement is that the
amplitude of the Kelvin waves exceed their wavelength. In absence of resonant am-
plification, this will occur when the oscillation amplitude of the mechanical resonator
exceeds the Kelvin wavelength. Starting from Kelvin-wave dispersion relation

ω =
κk2

KW

4π
ln(1/kKW a0), (2.47)

the critical velocity is given by [57]

vcrit = A

(

κω ln(1/ka0)
4π

)1/2

≈ A′(κω)1/2, (2.48)

where κ = 9.97 × 10−8 m2/s2 is the circulation quantum (in 4He), a0 ∼ 1 Å is the core
size, kKW is the wavenumber of the kelvin waves, A and A′ are numerical factors of
order unity. With A′ = 1 and ω = 2π × 300 kHz, the result is vcrit ≈ 43 cm s−1.

Another possible dissipation mechanism is emission of vortes rings. Oscillating
spheres are known to emit vortex rings comparable to the size of the sphere. Consid-
ering rings of the size of the beam (radius w/2), their self-induced velocity is given
by [58]

vself =
κ

2πw

(

ln
4w

a0

− 1/2
)

≈ 16 cm s−1 (2.49)

and the momentum (impulse) of such a vortex ring is [58]

Pring = ρκπ(w/2)2 ≈ 1 × 10−17 kg m s−1. (2.50)

When a vortex ring detaches from the resonator, it gives a strong momentum kick,
which can possibly be observed.

We mention here briefly also the mechanism, which we plan to study with these
devices in the future. Assume that a vortex is coupled to the oscillator, so that it is
stretched between two trapping sites, as shown in Fig. 2.6. One of the trapping sites
will be on the beam of the oscillator and the other will reside nearby, at a distance
corresponding to the Kelvin wave wavelength at the device frequency. No one knows
the exact magnitude of the dynamic force that the oscillating Kelvin wave exerts on
the device, but an upper limit is given by the tension of a vortex line

Ft =
ρHeκ

2

4π
ln
(

Rv

a0

)

∼ 1 pN, (2.51)
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where Rv is the outer dimension of the vortex. This is approximately 100 times
larger force than the expected force sensitivity presented in section 2.2.1. Thus,
these devices may be sensitive enough to measure the dynamics of a single vortex
line. We also plan to use the other half of the trapping site as a gate voltage (see Fig.
2.6), which will allow us to tune the resonance position and nonlinearity (through
nonlinear coupling to the gate).

Figure 2.6: A schematic picture of the planned device with a trapping site for a
vortex. The other half of the trapping site will also function as a gate with the
applied voltage V .

2.4.3 Acoustic emission

Since the devices operate at a relatively high frequency, considerable losses could
arise due to acoustic emission. The acoustic wavelength in 4He at the device fre-
quency λHe ∼ 1 mm is large compared to the device dimensions, and the oscillating
paddle can be described as a dipolar acoustic source, where the distance between
the point sources is the width of the beam. The resulting loss factor is [59]

Q−1
ac =

L2w4ω3
0ρHe

6πc3m0

. (2.52)

For typical device frequency ω0 = 2π × 300 kHz, dimensions (w = 1 µm, L = 10 µm)
and mass m0 = 10 pg, the expression gives Qac ∼ 3 × 107. Changes in the velocity
of sound are expected to be small at low temperatures, and the effect is assumed to
be temperature independent.
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Chapter 3

Research methods

In this chapter, the fabrication of the devices, the measurement circuitry, and the
low temperature setup are described.

3.1 Fabrication

10 μm

Figure 3.1: A false-colour SEM micograph of sample 4GN. Note how the device is
clearly bent upwards from the silicon surface.

The test devices are suspended aluminium MEMS resonators with ∼ 10 µm dimen-
sions and rectangular cross section of 0.15 µm×1.0 µm (see Fig. 3.1). The fabrication
process has been described in more detail in [12], but we shall briefly recap it here. A
schematic presentation of the fabrication process can be seen in Fig. 3.2. The devices
are fabricated on high purity (resistivity > 100 Ωm) silicon chips with 275 nm thick
SiO2 sacrificial layer on top. A PMMA bilayer, acting as a positive resist, is spin
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1. 2. 3.

4.
5.

Figure 3.2: Schematic pictures (side view, not to scale) of the chips after each step
in the fabrication process: 1. Cleaning, 2. Resist spin coating, 3. Electron Beam
lithography and resist development, 4. Electron beam evaporation and lift-off, 5.
HF-vapour etching.

coated on top of the chips and the devices are patterned by means of electron beam
lithography. The aluminium layer is deposited with an electron beam evaporator
and the free-standing structures are released with dry HF-vapour etching.

The different thermal expansion coefficients of Si, SiO and Al give rise to large
static stress and strain in the structures. The strain can be observed even at room
temperature, where it causes bending of the devices away from the Si surface (see
fig. 3.1). The typical grain size in the Al film is ∼ 50 nm and the roughness of the
surface and edges is ∼ 10 nm [12].

3.2 Measurement scheme

The MEMS devices are measured with a four-wire measurement, as shown in Fig. 3.3.
The excitation current Iext through the device is produced by an arbitrary waveform
generator Vext, followed by a 40 dB or 80 dB attenuator and a resistor R ∼ 1 kΩ
connected in series with the MEMS device. The MEMS device is described with
the equivalent RLC circuit, as discussed in section 2.3.1. The inductor Lw and
resistor Rw stand for the self inductance and (normal state) resistance of the device.
The capacitor Cs stands for the combined stray capacitance of the signal wires, the
output of the generator and the input of the preamplifier. Ri is the resistance of
the signal input of the preamplifier. The impedance of the device is small and stray
current Is through the stray capacitance Cs and input resistance Ri is assumed to
be small.

A superconducting coil magnet (inner diameter 18 mm, length 15 mm) provides a
magnetic field (83.5 mT A−1 at the center of the magnet) enabling the magneto-
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Figure 3.3: A circuit diagram describing the measurement of the MEMS devices.
The MEMS device is depicted with the equivalent RLC circuit.

motive measurement scheme. The positioning of the samples inside the magnet is
assumed to be accurate within 2 mm of the center of the magnet, where the field
inhomogeneity is calculated to be less than 2.5%. The motion of the device through
the magnetic field induces a voltage, which is amplified with the preamplifier con-
nected parallel with the MEMS device. The amplified signal is then measured with a
lock-in amplifier, which is phase locked with the voltage source through the reference
signal.

The response of the devices is measured by sweeping the frequency of the excitation
current over the mechanical resonance while measuring the voltage over the device.
The measured voltage Vm is a sum of the induced voltage V and a background
signal Vbg arising due to the self inductance Lw, (normal state) resistance Rw of
the wire and other effects which are not captured by the simple circuit diagram. In
practice, the full background signal observed in wide frequency sweeps (∼ 100 kHz)
is rather complicated, involving many apparent resonance peaks of electrical origin.
The peaks can be distinguished from the mechanical resonance since they do not
change as a function of the magnetic field, temperature, or due to immersion in
superfluid. Additionally, their amplitude is typically few orders of magnitude higher
than expected from the meachanical resonator and their Q is fairly low ∼ 100. For
sufficiently narrow sweeps (high Q of the mechanical resonator), the background
signal is essentially a linear function of the frequency, and it is subtracted from the
measured response. At temperatures near 1 K in superfluid 4He, the mechanical
resonance is wide (∼ 10 kHz) and a quadratic background reduction is used.

Typically, a time constant 300 ms of the lock-in amplifier is used, and the noise in
the amplified (500x) signal is ∼ 2 µV, which corresponds to ∼ 4 nV noise in the
original signal. For the typical magnetic field B = 83 mT, deflection x0 = 10 nm,
beam length L = 10 µm and frequency ω = 2π × 300 kHz, the generated voltage
obtained from Eq. (2.5) is only 16 nV. Signal averaging is obviously required for
measuring the smallest deflections accurately.
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3.3 Low temperature setup

magnet

filling line

indium seal

tuning fork

sample holder

feedthroughs

sinter

sample

60 mm

Figure 3.4: Schematic pictures of the copper container: top part of the container,
view from top (top left), view from bottom (top right), bottom part of the container
(bottom left) and a photograph of the assembled container (bottom right). The
sample holder (shown in orange colour in the schematic figures) carries the sample
chip, which is installed at the center of the superconducting coil magnet (green).
A quartz tuning fork (magenta) is used as a reference device. The signal wires go
to the container through the feedthroughs (red), which are sealed with Stycast (the
black blobs at top of the feedthroughs in the photograph of the assembled container).
Indium (blue) is used between the two parts of the container for a leak-tight seal.
The container can be pumped to vacuum and filled with helium through the filling
line (cyan). When the container is filled, the sintered surface (yellow) ensures a
good thermal contact between the liquid and the bottom of the container even at
the lowest temperatures. The container is bolted to a plate, which is installed to
the mixing chamber stage of a dilution refrigerator.
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To reach milliKelvin temperatures, the devices are installed in a copper container
(Fig. 3.4), which is attached to the mixing chamber stage of a Bluefors LD-400 dry
dilution refrigerator [60] with base temperature ∼ 10 mK. The temperature of the
mixing chamber stage is monitored with a resistive ruthenium oxide temperature
sensor (Lake Shore Cryotronics, inc. RX-102B), whose resistance is measured with
a Lake Shore model 370 resistance bridge. The expected accuracy in temperature is
∆T = ±2 mK at the lowest temperatures, while the error increases to ∆T = ±16 mK
around T ∼ 1 K [61]. A quartz tuning fork (model ECS-.327-8-14X), removed from
its original vacuum housing, is installed inside the copper container and acts as
an additional temperature monitor operating directly in the liquid 4He when the
container is filled. To control the temperature, we use a resistive heater (120 Ω),
attached to the dilution refrigerator, which provides continuous cooling. A PID
controller is used to stabilize temperature (when not measuring at the base tem-
perature), while simple current sweeps through the heater are used to make slow
temperature sweeps.

Altogether 14 signal wires going to the container enable measurements of three
MEMS devices (4 wire measurement) and a tuning fork (two wires). Two of the
MEMS devices are connected to twisted pair wires (phosphor bronze), while the
third device (5NF) and the quartz tuning fork are connected to thermocoax wires
of the cryostat. Standard coaxial cables are used for connecting the measurement
equipment to the wiring of the cryostat in room temperature. One of the MEMS
devices (5NN) suffered from a bad connection (apparently one of the wire bonds
broke), but we were still able to measure the resonance response of the device with
the three connected wires (by connecting grounds in room temperature), albeit at a
cost of increased background signal.
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Chapter 4

Results

In this chapter the response of the MEMS devices, measured in vacuum at temper-
atures from 16 mK to 4 K and in superfluid 4He at 3 bar pressure from 18 mK to
1 K, are presented, and the results are discussed. The dimensions and measured
properties of the devices are given in Table 4.1. Most of the dimensions are mea-
sured from SEM micrographs, while the thickness d is taken from the crystal film
thickness monitor of the electron beam evaporator. The dimensions are assumed to
be accurate within few percent.

The resonance properties (f0, Q) are obtained from fits to the measured responses,
such as shown in Fig. 4.1. Note the large difference in the resonance frequency
f0, when comparing the results in liquid 4He and vacuum. The difference is ex-
plained by the hydrodynamic added mass from motion of the liquid by the res-

Table 4.1: Dimensions and measured properties of the MEMS devices studied in
this work. Some of the properties were not measured for all the devices and the
corresponding fields are left empty.

Device 5NF 5NN 5NV
L (µm) 14.7 22.0 28.9
H (µm) 13.0 13.2 13.2
w (µm) 1.11 1.10 1.10
d (nm) 150 150 150

f0,vac (kHz) 395.2 335.6 291.8
f0,LHe (kHz) 337.8 288.9 251.1

Q (16 mK, 83 mT) 20300 21400 19000
Q (16 mK, 27 mT) 35500 33600
N (T < T ∗) 0.43 ± 0.10 0.54 ± 0.40 0.48 ± 0.10
N (T > T ∗) 0.04 ± 0.02 0.08 ± 0.03

βvac (Hz/nm2) -0.081 -0.020
βLHe (Hz/nm2) -0.25 -0.041 -0.098
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onator, as explained in section 2.4. The relative change in the resonance frequencies
(f0,LHe/f0,vac ≈ 86%) agree with the result of Eq. (2.40) within 1.5%, when the
tabulated values for the dimensions (w, d) and the known densities of the superfluid
(150 kg/m3) and Al (2700 kg/m3) are used.

The Q-values presented in the table were measured in vacuum at T = 16 mK, with Al
in the normal state (B = 83 mT) and in the superconducting state (B = 27 mT). At
a first glance it might seem that the Q-value increases in the superconducting state.
However, the apparent increase in Q is likely due to the smaller magnetomotive

Figure 4.1: Four resonance responses of the sample 5NF. The red and blue cir-
cles represent the measured displacement out-of-phase xs and in-phase xc with the
driving force, respectively. The solid lines are fits. (top left): A linear resonance
response, measured in liquid 4He at T=500 mK. (top right): A slightly nonlinear
response measured in vacuum at T=16 mK. (bottom left): A nonlinear response
measured in liquid 4He at T=18 mK. The filled circles correspond to sweep in the
decreasing frequency direction, while the empty circles correspond to sweep in the
increasing frequency direction. The sweep directions are indicated with the arrows
as well. (bottom right): A nonlinear response measured in the decreasing frequency
direction in vacuum at T=16 mK with the aluminium in the superconducting state.
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damping in the smaller magnetic field, as discussed in section 4.1. Although the
superconducting transition seems to have a minute influence on the damping, it does
have a measurable effect on the resonance frequency. Typically, a positive shift (∼
200 Hz) in the resonance frequency is observed at the transition from the normal state
to the superconducting state (see the top right and bottom right panels of Fig. 4.1
for an example). The frequency shift can be attributed to an extra spring constant
which arises when the magnetic field is expelled from the superconductor.

The values of N presented in the table are obtained from fits to the measured tem-
perature dependences of the intrinsic damping (∝ T N), as discussed in section 4.1.
The observed values N(T < T ∗) match closely the value N = 0.5 expected for 1D
phonon mediated TLS losses in flexural resonators (section 2.3.3).

Examples of measured resonance responses of the sample 5NF can be seen in Fig. 4.1.
The response is linear when the amplitude of oscillations is small compared to the
threshold value x0 ≪ xc and fits to the equations (2.9) and (2.10) present the data
well (see Fig. 4.1, top left panel). Nonlinear effects become apparent near the thresh-
old oscillation amplitude x0 . xc. The resonance response is then fit to the nonlinear
equations (2.16) and (2.17) (see Fig. 4.1, top right panel). At even larger amplitudes
x0 > xc, the solutions become multivalued and hysteresis depending on sweep di-
rection appears (see Fig. 4.1, lower left panel). When sweeping in the decreasing
frequency direction, the out-of-phase component of the displacement xs

1 is practi-
cally triangular and the in-phase component xc

1 is semi-circular, and the resonance
frequency fr is shifted quadratically with the oscillation amplitude. When sweep-
ing in the increasing frequency direction, the amplitude of the peak is significantly
smaller. The observed behaviour is in agreement with the theory presented in section
2.2.3. The values of β shown in Table 4.1 are obtained by measuring the shift of the
nonlinear resonance frequency with increasing oscillation amplitude, as discussed in
section 4.2. Note how the devices become more nonlinear in the superfluid with
βLHe < βvac.

With the spring constant k5NF ≈ 0.060 N/m of the device 5NF, resolution on the
quality factor ∆Q/Q ≈ 0.1, maximum displacement xmax ≈ 5 nm and Q ≈ 3.5 × 104

(4.1, bottom right panel), the force resolution given by Eq. (2.7) is |Fd| ≈ 1 fN. The
resolution on the (linear) resonance frequency is somewhat limited by the nonlinear-
ity at lowest temperatures, but the approximation ∆f0 ≈ 1

2
∆f (see section 2.2.1)

seems reasonable. Similar figures are expected for the other devices. Thus, the de-
vices are capable of detecting dissipative (and inertial) forces which correspond to
a small fraction (0.001) of the tension of a vortex line (∼ 1 pN) in superfluid 4He.
Measurements on the dynamics of a single quantum vortex are feasible with such
devices.
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4.1 Damping

The temperature dependence of the line width ∆f for the sample 5NF, measured
in vacuum and superfluid 4He at 3 bar pressure is shown in Fig. 4.2. At low tem-
peratures, the damping is weak and the sweeps are nonlinear even with the weakest
driving forces. The damping coefficient γ = 2π∆f is then obtained from fits to the
nonlinear Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17), and the corresponding effectively linear ∆f is pre-
sented. At higher temperatures the line width increases and the response becomes
practically linear. In this case, the width is obtained from fits to the Eqs. (2.9) and
(2.10).

Figure 4.2: (left:) Resonance line width ∆fint = γ/(2π) (main panel) and frequency
shift (inset) as a function of temperature, measured in vacuum for sample 5NF. The
zero of the frequency shift corresponds to the highest measured resonance frequency.
The dashed lines indicate the maximum of the frequency shift, which corresponds to
the crossover temperature T ∗. The solid lines are fits. (right:) Resonance line width
as a function of temperatuere measured in superfluid 4He. The solid line is a fit to the
data, with contributions from the intrinsic losses and ballistic drag due to phonons
and rotons. The relative weight of the different damping mechanisms change as a
function of temperature, and the arrows indicate where each contribution is most
relevant.

4.1.1 Intrinsic width

The intrinsic (vacuum) width depends on the temperature as ∆fint = aintT
N . The

dependence has two distinct temperature regimes with a cross-over temperature
around T ∗ ≈ 0.7 K. At T < T ∗, the damping has a relatively steep temperature de-
pendence, and the resonance frequency increases logarithmically with temperature.
Saturation of the width to a constant value at the lowest temperatures is not ob-
served, and higher Q-values can possibly be obtained at even lower temperatures. At
T > T ∗ the temperature dependence of damping is rather weak, and the resonance
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frequency decreases linearly. The cross-over temperature is taken as the position of
the maximum of the resonance frequency, as shown in the inset of Fig. 4.2.

The exponents N in Table 4.1 are obtained from fits to the measured line widths
at the different temperature regimes, as shown in Fig. 4.2 (left panel). The relative
error between the measured vacuum width and the power law fit for sample 5NF can
be seen in Fig. 4.3. There is a clear pattern in the error, which indicates that the
power-law model used to fit the data has some limitations. The obtained values for
N depend somewhat on the chosen temperature range, which is taken into account
in the given error estimates. The scatter of the error around the mean in Fig. 4.3
is due to the errors in the measured width and temperature. The higher error at
lowest temperatures is due to the smaller amplitudes of the signals combined with
the nonlinearity of the sweeps. The temperature dependence of the intrinsic width
has not been measured in vacuum for the device 5NN, but it is determined from
the temperature depencence of the measured width in superfluid 4He at the lowest
temperatures T < 200 mK, where the contribution from the liquid to the width is
almost negligible. Due to the small temperature range, limited amount of data and
small contribution from the liquid, the corresponding error estimate (based on 95%
confidence bounds of the fit) is very large, and the value obtained for the device
5NN is only indicative.

Figure 4.3: The relative error between the measured vacuum width and the power
law fit for sample 5NF. The solid line is a moving average of the error and most
of the data fall between the dashed lines, which are 10% apart from the mean at
T < 0.2 K and 5% apart from the mean at T > 0.2 K.

The observed temperature dependence in vacuum is attributed to tunneling two
level systems present in the device, as discussed in section 2.3.3. The exponent
N measured at low temperature is close to the value N = 0.5 predicted for 1D-
phonons coupling to the TLSs in flexural resonators. Assuming a density of states
P0 = 1044J−1m−3, and a 5% fraction of amorphous metal in the structure, a fit to
Eq. (2.38) gives a reasonable phonon-TLS coupling constant γe ≈ 2.1 eV. The ob-
served frequency shift (logarithmic at low T and linear at high T ) is characteristic
to TLSs in metallic glasses, although the maximum in frequency is observed at
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a rather low temperature T ∗ ≈ 0.7 K (typically 2 K & T ∗ & 3 K in bulk metallic
glasses). The aforementioned values of P0 and γe together with the elastic modulus
E = 70 GPa also produce quantitatively and qualitatively the observed frequency
shift δf0/f0 = 0.8 × 10−4 ln(T/Tn), when they are inserted in Eq. (2.37). This per-
fect agreement should be treated with caution, since we did not consider the fraction
of amorphous metal in the expression for the frequency shift, Eq. (2.37), which is
typically attributed to fully amorphous metals. Note that the expression for amor-
phous insulators, Eq. (2.35), also produces the logarithmic temperature dependence
at T < T ∗, although the logarithmic decrease in frequency, Eq. (2.36) expected at
T > T ∗, is not observed.

Magnetomotive damping

Figure 4.4: Magnetic field dependence of the resonance frequency f0 (main panel)
and line width ∆fγ/2π (inset) for device 5NF, measured in vacuum at T = 16 mK.
The solid lines are fits to Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24).

We have measured the magnetic field dependence of damping and resonance fre-
quency at T = 16 mK in vacuum for sample 5NF and the results are presented
in Fig. 4.4. From theory (section 2.3.1), we would have expected the effect of
magnetomotive damping to be negligible. However, the measured properties show
the B2 dependence in both width and resonance frequency, as expected for magne-
tomotive damping. The effect is usually assumed to be temperature independent.
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However, the sweeps at this low temperature are slightly nonlinear, which might
contribute to the observed behaviour. The contribution to the width in vacuum at
the lowest temperature and at the maximum magnetic field is approximately 30%.
In superfluid 4He, the contribution to the total width is obviously smaller. So far
the magnetomotive damping has been treated as an additional source of error in the
determined exponent N for the TLS losses, but in future a more accurate analysis
can be done.

Note how the transition to the superconducting state has a considerable effect on
the resonance frequency, but the effect to the line width is within the scatter of
measurements. The result implies that electrons do not contribute essentially to
the dissipation mechanism in our devices, contradictory to the result in [37], where
they find different exponent N in the superconducting and normal states. The main
difference in our and their devices is the absence of a silicon layer in ours. As stated
in [37], the stress at the Si-Al interface may contribute to the change of N at the
superconducting transition in their devices.

The magnetomotive damping effect may also be used to control damping, if the
magnetic field is strong enough. This might become beneficial at the lowest tem-
peratures, where the nonlinearity often causes trouble. The cost of increasing the
magnetic field is of course a lower Q-value and the corresponding loss in force sensi-
tivity. However, the loss is compensated by a higher signal-to-noise ratio and more
linear response, since the threshold amplitude for nonlinearity depends on the damp-
ing. There is then some optimal magnetic field value, for which the highest force
resolution is obtained.

4.1.2 Thermometry in superfluid 4He

In superfluid 4He, the resonance line width increases further due to the ballistic
phonon ∆fphonon ∝ T 4 and roton drag ∆froton ∝ exp(−∆rot/T ), according to Eqs.
(2.45) and (2.46). The measured width ∆f is a sum of the different contributions
∆f = ∆fint + ∆fphonon + ∆froton. To fit the data, the vacuum contribution is
first subtracted from the data, so that only phonon and roton contributions remain.
The roton contribution to the width falls exponentially with decreasing tempera-
ture, and becomes negligible below T = 0.5 K, where the contribution to the total
width is already less than 1.5%. The phonon contribution is then obtained from
a fit to the data below T < 0.5 K as shown in Fig. 4.5 (left panel). The fit gives
∆fphonon = 2200 HzK−4T 4, which is approximately two times the value predicted
by Eq. (2.45). When the intrinsic width and the fitted phonon contribution to the
width are removed from the total width, we are left with the roton drag, shown in the
right panel of Fig. 4.5. The fit to the data gives 7.6 × 107 Hz exp(−∆rot/T ), which
corresponds to approximately 40% of the value predicted from Eq. (2.46).

The temperature dependent intrinsic width and ballistic drag enable thermometry
with the MEMS devices in vacuum and superfluid 4He down to milliKelvin temper-
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Figure 4.5: (left): Width due to the ballistic phonon and roton drag in superfluid 4He
(red circles) and fit to the phonon drag (solid line) below T = 500 mK. The effect of
rotons to the drag becomes visible above T = 600 mK. Below T = 300 mK the width
due to ballistic drag becomes small compared to the intrinsic width (∆fphonon <
0.3∆fint) and deviations from the fit arise due to limitations of the model used for
the intrinsic width. At the lowest temperatures the errors (in negative direction)
become larger than the width due to ballistic drag and negative data arise. To
present all the data in a single logarithmic plot, the negative data (blue crosses) are
mirrored to the positive axis. (right): Width due to the roton drag (red circles) and
fit (solid line) to Eq.(2.46). As in the figure on the left, the negative data is mirrored
to the positive side and shown with the blue crosses.
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where the factor αres depends on the dominant loss mechanism, and |∆(∆f)/∆f |
is the relative error in the measured width. The intrinsic width is the only loss
mechanism in vacuum and dominates in superfluid 4He below 300 mK. For the
intrinsic width αres = N . Phonon drag is important from 300 mK to 700 mK, where
αres = 4. The roton drag dominates at T > 700 mK, where αres = ∆/T . The
relative error between the measured width and the fits at different temperatures are
shown in Fig. 4.6. For most accurate measurements of temperature, the systematic
error (the observed pattern in the error) should be compensated, leaving only the
scatter, which is always smaller than 10%. This would result in a relative error
|∆T/T | = 23%, when measured in vacuum below T = 1 K. The same accuracy is
expected in superfluid 4He below 300 mK, while relative error of 2.5% is expected
from 300 mK to 700 mK and 1% above 700 mK.

In the absence of resonant amplification, acoustic emission in the liquid 4He would
show as a temperature independent contribution to the width. Such effect is not seen
in the relative error shown in Fig. 4.6. The pattern in the error at low temperatures,
where intrinsic width dominates, is similar to the pattern in error observed in vacuum.
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Figure 4.6: The relative error between the measured width in superfluid 4He and
the full fit. The solid line is a sliding average of the error. Most of the data fall
between the dashed lines, which are 10% apart from the average error.

The increased error at high temperature may be attributed to the slight decrease in
the value of the roton gap ∆rot with increasing temperature.

4.2 Nonlinear frequency shift

In vacuum, at moderate excitation currents and in 83 mT magnetic field (normal
state), the value of β is temperature independent (at T < 2 K). The shift of the
resonance frequency follows the expected quadratic dependence on amplitude as
shown in Fig. 4.7. However, in superfluid 4He, the devices become more nonlinear
with βLHe < βvac. The decrease of β has been observed also in 3He by Defoort et
al. in [10], where they use goal-post shaped MEMS devices. The behaviour may be
attributed to a nonlinear increase in effective mass in the superfluids.

We find a negative β for all the devices, which is in a qualitative agreement with
the FEM simulations presented in section 2.2.4. However, the magnitude obtained
from the simulations |β| ∼ 1 × 10−3 Hz/nm2 is smaller than the measured value
|β| ∼ 0.1 Hz/nm2 by two orders of magnitude. A possible explanation for the large
disagreement between simulations and experiment is the static stress and stain in
the structures (section 3.1), which have been neglected in the simulations.

It seems that the value of β depends somewhat on the excitation current and mag-
netic field. At very low current and field, the magnitude |β| is enhanced, while
at moderate drive/field it becomes constant. For example, the |β| = 0.25 Hz/nm2

measured in vacuum at T = 16 mK with small excitation current and in a typical
magnetic field B = 83 mT (Fig. 4.1, top right panel) is three times as large as the
constant value observed in vacuum at higher excitation currents |β| = 0.081 Hz/nm2.
In the superconducting state, the nonlinearity seems to become even stronger. For
example, the |β| = 0.55 Hz/nm2 (see Fig. 4.1, bottom right panel) measured at the
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Figure 4.7: Nonlinear frequency shift at resonance, measured for sample 5NF in
vacuum (circles) and He-II (diamonds) at various temperatures with Al in normal
state (B = 83 mT). The duffing parameter β is obtained from the quadratic fits
(solid lines).

same 16 mK temperature in the superconducting state is approximately two times
as large as the result in the normal state with low excitation current (4.1, top right
panel). Note that the oscillation amplitude in the superconducting state is some-
what smaller than in the normal state. It is difficult to tell if the difference in β is due
to the superconductivity or the amplitude difference in this case. The enhancement
of |β| at low currents and fields is not well understood, but similar behaviour has
been reported for goal-post shaped MEMS devices in the supplementary material of
[37]. Since the intrinsic damping of the devices is dominated by tunneling two level
systems (section 4.1), one may consider if the dissipation mechanism plays some
role in the nonlinear frequency shift. Indeed, the resonant TLS damping mecha-
nism is known to cause nonlinear dissipation, when it is not yet saturated [33, 43]
(at very small elastic fields) and could in principle also cause a nonlinear frequency
shift (through Kramers-Kronig relations). The resonant TLS damping mechanism
is supposed to be saturated already at very small oscillation amplitudes (& 1Å),
and should only contribute to a linear frequency shift, as discussed in section 2.3.3.
However, since the observed change in the value of β occurs at the smallest ampli-
tudes, one might speculate that the resonant TLSs are not saturated. The apparent
dependence of |β| on the magnetic field is somewhat difficult to understand in this
picture, but it does point towards interesting study directions. Perhaps the change
is related to the superconducting state which gives rise to an additional (nonlinear)
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spring constant, maybe the TLSs and the magnetic field interact in some way, or the
effect is simply amplitude-dependent. To study the effect, systematic measurements
on many combinations of excitation currents, magnetic fields and oscillation ampli-
tudes are required. Unfortunately, these low-amplitude measurements are rather
time-consuming, since the signals are small and require quite a lot of signal averag-
ing. The few data points we have obtained from measurements at low amplitudes
give only a qualitative description (increase in |β|) and more measurements would
be required to fully characterize the phenomenon.

Also at the highest oscillation amplitudes in superfluid 4He, a deviation from the ex-
pected quadratic frequency shift occurs (Fig. 4.7). The deviation is due to a collapse
of oscillations before the resonance condition is reached. We attribute the collapse
to emission of vortex rings, which is discussed further in section 4.3. The critical
velocity vc for the collapse increases with increasing temperature. The average veloc-
ities of the collapses at the three different temperatures are vc(18 mK) = 0.168 m/s,
vc(210 mK) = 0.172 m/s and vc(500 mK) = 0.21 m/s.

4.3 Emission of vortex rings

We discuss here briefly a peculiar feature observed in superfluid 4He at large oscilla-
tion amplitudes. When the excitation force is increased, and the velocity reaches a
critical value vc = 0.17 m s−1 (at T = 18 mK), we observe a collapse of oscillations in-
dependently of the driving force, as shown in Fig. 4.8. The collapse differs from the
jump phenomenon, which is characteristic to the Duffing oscillator. At resonance,
the velocity should be exactly in phase with the excitation force and the dispersion
component should go to zero continuously when approaching resonance, as seen from
Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17). This behaviour is indeed observed at moderate drives, where
the out-of-phase velocity (dispersion) component is practically semi-circular and the
maximum of the triangular in-phase velocity (absorption) component increases with
the driving force as expected. The collapse of oscillations at high driving forces is ob-
served as a discontinuous jump in the dispersion component, which becomes larger
with increasing driving force. Also, the maximum of the absorption component
decreases with increasing drive, which is not expected behaviour.

The observed critical velocity is in reasonable agreement with the expected value
for quantum turbulence mediated by the excitation of Kelvin waves, and the peak
velocity

√
2vc corresponds to a prefactor A′ = 0.56 in Eq. (2.48). If resonant

amplification is allowed, the onset may happen at a lower velocity. One possible
explanation for the collapse is a sudden increase of the drag force, when a vortex
ring is emitted. As discussed in section 2.4, the emission of a vortex ring which carries
momentum with it gives a kick to the device. This kick may be strong enough to
cause a transition to the other stable branch and premature collapse of oscillations.
Supporting this explanation is the fact that the wavelength of Kelvin waves at the
device frequency matches the beam width and that the self induced velocity of such
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Figure 4.8: (left:) The in-phase (top) and out-of-phase (bottom) components of the
velocity of the beam measured in He-II at T = 18 mK in the decreasing frequency
direction at different driving forces. Each line presents a frequency sweep conducted
at one driving force, and the colour coding in all the line plots in this figure is
the same. (right top): The absolute velocity of oscillations show that the collapse
occurs always after reaching velocity vc = 0.17 m s−1 independently of the driving
force. The colour coding of the lines is the same as in the figures on the left. (right
bottom:) A schematic figure of emission of a vortex ring from the structure.

a vortex ring is close to the observed critical velocity. A vortex attached to the beam
could possibly have resonant amplification of a Kelvin wave, which could eventually
lead to a self-reconnection and formation of the vortex ring. Note that the vortex
ring does not necessarily have to form exactly as depicted in Fig. 4.8 (lower right
panel). For example, a remnant vortex could be stretched between the other leg and
the beam in the corner. One would imagine that resonant amplification of Kelvin
waves is more easily mediated for such a configuration. At higher temperatures, the
critical velocity is larger, as shown in Fig. 4.7. This may be explained by mutual
friction, which damps the growth of Kelvin waves.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

In conclusion, the response of magnetomotively driven suspended aluminium MEMS
resonators have been measured at low temperatures in vacuum (16 mK – 4 K) and
superfluid 4He (18 mK – 1 K). The force resolution ∆f ∼ 1 fN of the devices is
expected to be sufficient for studying dynamics of a single vortex pinned to the
device.

The damping of the devices in vacuum at T < 1 K depend on temperature as T N

with N = 0.43-0.54 and the resonance frequency increases logarithmically with tem-
perature. The behaviour is attributed to tunneling two level systems in the devices.
A model considering TLSs in the naturally formed aluminium oxide layer and 1D
phonon mediated relaxation of the TLSs predicts an exponent N = 0.5, which is
close to the observed values. Quantitative predictions of the model are successful in
providing the correct magnitude of the Q-value with reasonable assumptions on pa-
rameters. Superconducting transition does not affect the observed damping within
the measurement accuracy. However, the damping depends on the magnetic field
due to the external magnetomotive damping mechanism.

In superfluid 4He the damping increases further due to ballistic phonon and roton
drag. Damping due to acoustic emission is not observed. The temperature depen-
dent intrinsic width and ballistic drag enable thermometry with these devices at
the milliKelvin temperature range. The MEMS devices are sensitive to temperature
(with approximately 20% accuracy) down to ∼ 10 mK temperature in superfluid 4He,
whereas the macroscopic counterparts (vibrating wires and tuning forks) typically
become insensitive to temperature below 100 mK.

At large oscillation amplitudes, the devices show nonlinear Duffing-like behaviour,
where the resonance frequency is shifted towards lower frequencies quadratically with
an increasing oscillation amplitude. The resonance properties are then obtained from
fits to modified Lorentzian functions, which account for the nonlinearity. The sign
of the frequency shift is reproduced in simulations. The stress and strain in the
fabricated structures is thought to be the source of the larger nonlinearity in the
real-world samples compared to simulations. The nonlinear frequency shift is found
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to be larger in superfluid 4He, which can be qualitatively explained by a nonlinear
increase in the effective mass. At small excitation currents and magnetic fields, the
magnitude of β increases. The effect is rather poorly understood, but the effect of
resonant TLS dissipation mechanism has been considered as a possible source for
this behaviour. The understanding of the nonlinear properties are important from
a practical as well as a theoretical point of view, and the low amplitude properties
deserve to be studied further.

Capabilities of such devices to detect single-vortex processes are demonstrated by the
observed collapse of oscillations at large oscillation amplitudes in 4He. We interpret
the collapse as a sudden increase of the effective drag force, when the critical velocity
for emission of a vortex ring is exceeded.

Scaling of these devices to the nanoscale is relatively easy, and will be considered.
Given that the force resolution of these devices should be sufficient, we plan to
fabricate new resonators with a trapping site for a vortex, which will be pinned
between the resonator and another trapping site on the substrate. The sample will
then be installed in a rotating cryostat, where creation and destruction of vortices
is well controlled, especially in 3He. We will then be able to measure the dynamic
forces that the vortex line exerts on the device. Comparison between 3He and
4He is especially interesting since the vortex core structures in the two superfluids
are very different. Core-bound fermion states in 3He are expected to contribute
essentially to vortex dynamics. Additionally, we will collect valuable new information
on nonlinearity and damping of metallic micro- and nanoscale resonators, which are
limited by tunneling TLSs.
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